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      Members 
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SPICE UP MY FOOD

Aunty Minah and Her   

Pandan Leaves

Aunty Minah is going to cook some Nasi 
Lemak. She needs some pandan leaves 
to cook her coconut rice. 

Find the Pandan plant/s in your school 
garden. Draw a pandan leaf here:

Your teacher will cut a small section of 
the leaf for you to smell and observe. 

What does it smell like?

What is the shape like?

What other foods are Pandan leaves used 
in?

Aunty Shanti and Her Curry 

Leaves

Aunty Shanti is going to cook a special 
curry for Deepavali. She needs some 
curry leaves for her recipe.  

Find a Curry plant in your school garden. 
Draw a curry leaf here:

Your teacher will pluck a leaflet for you 
to smell. 

What does it smell like?

How many leaflets are there on the leaf?

What other foods are Curry leaves used 
in?
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SPICE UP MY FOOD

1. Choose a herb or spice

2. Choose a few dishes 

 you can cook with this.

3. Write a parallel story   

 like the previous ones. 

4. Observe the herb or   

 spice, and draw it.

5. Answer the questions   

 about  your chosen 

 herb or spice.

6. Share your story with   

 your classmates! 

 *Delete one

_____________________________and His/Her*

____________________________(Plant Name)

_______________________ (Name) is going to

cook _____________________________(dish). 

He/She* needs some ____________________

___________________ (plant part) to cook it.

Which culture does this dish come from? (e.g. 

Malay, Chinese, European, Thai, etc.) 

Draw the herb/spice that  he/she needs here:

What does your chosen herb or spice smell like?

What other foods is/are the spice/spices used in?
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